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dr. j. g. m. ramsey - trace.tennessee - dr. j. g. m. ramsey from an oil portrait by lloyd branson. picture
furnished through courtesy of dr. ramsey's great granddaughter, ellen le noir, baton rouge, louisiana. a return
to history - university of tennessee system - annals of tennessee, to recover-through dr. ramsey's
memory-some of the material lost in the destruction of mecklenburg, and to enrich the record of early days in
tennessee by the memories of the "nursery tales" which dr. ramsey recounted in his letters. let us hasten to
redeem the time that is lost:” j. g. m ... - ramsey's position as secretary of state for tennessee provided
his brother with access to the state archives in nashville. there he copied the "the messages of the governors,
the senate and house news from the library - sitesotsweb - 2 dcgs news, vol. 15 no. 1 heinegg, paul. free
african americans of north caro lina, virginia & south carolina, from the colonial period to about 1820. r 2
amsey house - knoxvillehistoryproject - j.g.m. ramsey, author of ramsey’s annals, was arguably
tennessee’s first comprehensive state historian. both spent much of their youth in this house. the ramseys left
knoxville during the civil war—despite their pennsylvania roots, they were secessionists—abandoning the
house and eventually selling it. upon j.g.m. ramsey’s return to town in the 1870s, he lamented the condition of
the ... tennessee cousins a history of tennessee people author of ... - historian j. g. m. ramsey
described in detail how the great warrior trail, used by many white settlers to reach jefferson county,
transected east tennessee: "besides its central position and its direct bearing, the great apalachian [sic] chain
could mciver family papers, 1801-1929 - j.g.m. ramsey to his brother indicate his wide interests and his
search for sources used in his annals of tennessee . his strong confederate sympathies are revealed, and his
post- the washington county court-house, a history - 11 j. g. m. ramsey, annals of tennessee (charleston,
1853), page 281. 12 minutes, washington county court of pleas and quarter sessions, may 24, 1779, volume i,
page 71. 4 road. from the south, a road developed out of north carolina following cane river, crossing spivey
mountain (into present-day unicoi county) on to greasy cove and then on to jonesborough. from jonesborough,
settlement roads ... isham g. harris of tennessee - project muse - isham g. harris of tennessee sam davis
elliott published by louisiana state university press elliott, davis. isham g. harris of tennessee: confederate
governor and united states senator. disunited states: the lost state of franklin and frontier ... - ramsey
were lost in the destruction of his home during the war between the states (fortunately after ramsey had
quoted many of them extensively in his annals of tennessee ). tennessee - harold b. lee library - ramsey,
james. the annals of tennessee to the end of the eighteenth century: comprising its the annals of tennessee to
the end of the eighteenth century: comprising its settlement, as the watauga association, from 1769 to 1777 ;
a part of north-carolina, from 1777 to folder no. 204.1 180/ - akleg - 5/ ramsey, j.g.m. the annals of
tennessee. (kingsport, tenn., kings port press, 19
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